American Student Union Meeting For Fourfold Purpose

Group To Discuss Peace Convention; Committee Chairmen To Be Chosen

The American Student Union will hold its second meeting of the year tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock.

At the meeting held last Friday evening, Mr. Henry Klein, of Brooklyn College, spoke on world affairs. Maeschen and Fletcher are charged with the danger of Fascism, calling it "the most troublesome and threatening element in the world today." In connection with this theme, he explained the historical and immediate causes of both the Spanish Civil war and the Sino-Japanese war. A. S. U. officials on campus are as follows: executive chairman, Frances Walker '38; secretary-treasurer, Margaret McCall '38; civil liberties chairman, Caroline Bookman '38; publicity chairman, Julia Warde Howe. In the book is told how the first girls were not allowed to speak in public and embolden not even read (their graduation exercises), and by what members of the speaking choir, '36-38.

Excellence in the industrial arts is included in the rights of society at this time. This serves to bring equality of thinking up something new and different in the intellectual offspring being called "Tinny" or "Peanut." Passing power with equals love and the intellectual meaning is fineness.

The initial ecstasy plus the marriage ceremony as it stands today, the same questions are raised about the man as the woman. This serves to bring equality of rights and restrictions. The questions should be answered with the words "I will" because it expresses future intention whereas "I am merely means present promises."

The race still feels justified in asking "Who are you?" to marriage. Is it to be cherished for better and worse?"

Dr. Glenn then said that one should accept marriage, that it is a legal bond, alone. Instincts, traditions, habits, and background have developed it to a great extent. "Passion plus power equals love and the intellectual meaning is fineness." The initial ecstasy plus the marriage ceremony as it stands today.
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By Mary Elizabeth Baldwin '39

“All Passion Spent”
Victoria Sackville-West

BOOKS

Beauchamp's Bower

CAMPUS CAMERA

Many of us entertain the misconception that compulsory legislation in college is the sole means of accomplishing the desired ends. We have imposed regulations upon ourselves and have stood by watching these rules torn down.

Last spring, on the amalgamation meeting the student body threw over this forcible means of control and left attendance at Vespers entirely to the discretion of the student. The purpose of doing this is to change Vespers from a compulsory meeting to a personal service.

At present we are on trial. Trial to show that there is a book, however, less deserving works. At the risk of being unfair, I choose this last brief at least to me. Never was a book more aptly named, nor, incidentally, more beautifully named. The central figure of the novel is the aged wil ow of an ex-Viceroy of India and Prime Minister of England, who, on her husband's death, finds herself completely drained of all emotion. Having spent all her life entertain ing, diplomats, and caring for five children who are remarkably unpleasant, she retires from the world to finish her life in quiet. Her life has been one of frustration until the moment she makes her decision to desert her family, now grown old and themselves, and in this last brief moment she does, for the first time, exactly what she wants to do.

The book has an air of its own, one of quiet and satisfaction. As the sits in the garden of the house that she has waited all her life to buy, she contemplates all that has happened with an air of detachment and objectivity that is deeply impressive in its complete lack of pettiness.

It is difficult indeed to convey the romance and beauty of the book, without seeming sentimental or an extreme, or using words which have been applied too frequently and less deserving works. At the risk of doing either, I shall say that the work left with me an impression of having seen the making of something exquisitely fragile and beautiful, of having walked with her in her garden where she wanted no youth with its turmoil, nor had her happiness is devoid of all emotion. It
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Editor-in-Chief of College News
To Attend Journalism Convention
Staff Sends...
Knowlton House wishes that Betty McNulty would have more than one birthday a year, especially when she celebrates with such a delicious cake.

Congratulations to Helen Jones upon being elected freshman class song leader at the recent election. With the cooperation of the whole class, she ought to be very successful.

The Coast Guard has been dropping anchor on the west side of the campus over since the freshman-Coast Guard Dance, when they found out that Humphrey and Dushon aren't the only houses that have freshmen in them.

Our pet peeve this week is the girls whose favorite pastime is going between the Serfs and Upperclassmen. That she wrote in her history notes:

Waitresses by asking for a "swiss chiss sandwich mit holes."

To prove that the fashion experts are not wrong in saying that black is the thing: at the Service League dance, there were as many black dresses on the girls as black ties on the men.

Twenty-six members of the third floor at Mary Harkness spent more than an hour one evening last week trying to learn a wee bit of truckin which the freshmen were to learn under the excellent tutelage of Sue McLeod.

Several girls will tell what they did this summer in the Home Economics field.

Milday Beauty Shoppe

Jane M. Armstrong, Prop.

Excellenr Work done by experienced

assuming their minds by concentrating

One would think that with the modern system for transporting mail, the lovely new stamps that earn their living by asking for a "swiss chiss sandwich mit holes."

A "fory near-Sighted stag-line halted at a red light, then turned into a speakeasy for a "swiss chiss sandwich mit holes."

Dear Daughter,

Here is your first check as I promised. I hope you enjoy spending it as much as I enjoy sending it.

As you see, I have added a little to it because you are to buy in college. You are to add something of greater value — your own ideas. You will make your college life work, not to satisfy others, not to please yourself, but to develop that individuality that will make you helpful to others.

As I see it now, one of the best things I did in college was to find it to read a good newspaper.

To prove that the fashion experts are not wrong in saying that black is the thing: at the Service League dance, there were as many black dresses on the girls as black ties on the men.

The Home Economics club is having its first meeting a buffet supper. This will be held Thursday, October 14, at five o'clock, in the Commuters' room. Following the supper, there will be a meeting at which the freshmen will be told the purposes of the club and the plans that have been made for this year.

NEW YORK'S MOST EXCLUSIVE HOTEL RESIDENCE FOR YOUNG WOMEN

... and the most interesting!

Exclusive because of its location and selected clientele... Interesting because of its cultural environment... Famous of Literary, Drama and College Clubs... Music and Art Studios... Recitals and Lectures daily. Swimming Pool... Squash Courts... Sun Deck... Gymnasium... Tennis... Library... 700 rooms each with a radio.
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New London, Conn. 260 Rooms and Baths

A la Carte Restaurant famed for Excellent Cuisine

Lobster Dinner $1.75

COCKTAIL LOUNGE AND TAP ROOM

Dancing Saturdays 9 p.m. until Midnight

PARKING SPACE:

Subscribe to the Sun through MDSS CAROL, MORGUE
Mary Harkness House
You are certain to look just right when you go to the game wearing a three-piece suit. The overcoat is made of the Glen Eagle plaid—basic light blue with light green and yellow crossbars on finger tip length and shoulder lines. The "little jacket" is light blue and is fitted with a roll collar, a turn over collar, and four breast pockets. The skirt is of matching blue and is well tailored.

For dressier occasions—a lunch-club party or a formal function—you would look more attractive than a beagle, for trimmed, costume suit. The trimmest of lightweight wool carries out the latest fashion note—a wide gored skirt, a clever belt, and buttons up the shoulder of the sleeve to the round neckline. The jacket is fingertip length and box like, having a back solid with Beaver fur and a fur ascot.

Why not wear a lightweight wool dress of sandalwood blue under your fall coat? A very sophisticated heart! especially when you have a date or not, though it's really lots more fun, Anyhoo, Freshmen, with the latest in women's apparel, forms the cigarette case and a round brass buttons up the shoulder of the jacket will help protect you from the dampness. Round brass buttons fasten it; huge pockets trim it; a high corduroy collar warms it; now, wear it.

The smartest compact and cigarette case we've ever seen under for sometime—a clear celluloid box bound in gold forms the cigarette case and a round gold disk on the cover opens into the compact. It would make a grand gift!

jokes in the next room that I didn't see anything funny about. They're all so silly, anyhow. Anyhow, we were supposed to wake up at six o'clock to be dressed at half after, but I had to get up at five in order to be dressed in time because you know how neatly I dress.

We had to wear our exercising bloomers and black stockings like those savages wear, made out of the humorous section of the newspapers. We had to wear head-over-reds from brown stone bags and they kept shouting at me in an- other way, because my hair wasn't coiled that silly way and I didn't have all that splendid paint and powder on my face. Then they put it on me forcefully and you know how sensitive I am.

Gracious goodness, I'm so glad that it is all over because now I have time to study sufficiently. Homesickly yours,

Nettie

Art Students E. chitin
In Variously Cities

An exhibition of the work of the students in the Art department at Connecticut is open for two weeks at the Town and Country Club in Hartford. The work, done by un- dergraduates under the instruction of Dr. Logan, is representative of the various technical branches of art. The items include those done in both the beginning and advanced classes.

Two similar exhibitions are planned for New Haven and New Jersey under the auspices of the Alumnae Chapters.

Marriage Ceremony
Is Vesper's Topic
Of C. Leslie Glenn

(Continued from Page 3, Column 4)

devotion of years equals a most won- derful thing.

After the ring is given the Lord's prayer is repeated. The meaning behind this is that the way to be- gin married life is for the couple to face the world together, not face each other and shut out the world. "Marriage, which is the strongest thing in life, can be had only together.

MARVEL SHOP, INC.
SMOKES
LINGERIE
KAY ROSE

Harper Method Beauty Shop
Shampoo — Waxing—Steel Transplants — Permanent Wave —
Friedrich's Zone Machines — Finger Waving a Specialty
330 Dewart Bldg. Tel. 3503

Watch for College Specials at Rockwell & Co.

Different Dresses for those "Special" Dates

MISS SWANK NIGHTGOWNS AND PAJAMAS

For that important overnight

FLAX SKIRTED CARDIGANS

CARDIGANS FOR Campus wear

ANGORA GLOVES

for sport and evening wear

FUR TRIMMED COATS AND SPORE DRESSES

for the major football games

Watch for them at ROCKWELL & CO.

The Revolutionary Pen with Full Television Ink Supply

now in a new and Superbative Model
—Parker's Speedline Vacuumatic!

—To help put your Learning on a higher plane than ever, Parker presents its greatest achievement—the new Speedline Vacuumatic. A compounding Pen is this, because it never runs dry by chance or实干. It gives you con- tinuous year-round mileage if you merely fill it once. Comes from our factory in the next.

Held to the light, it shows the ENTIRE ink supply at a glance, and it's running true.

A wholly exclusive and original style—Parker's famous "Fountain Pen" and Jet—now with restful Speedline supply.

And not merely modern in Style, but mod- ern also in mechanism. Its SACLESS and pimple-less Sephagloss Filler radically controls from all earlier types, whether they have a rubber intake or not.

Good pen counters are now showing this polished Beauty. Go and see and try it today. The Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis., thanks you sincerely for coming into the FAMOUS SPEEDLINE FAMILY.

Perry & Stone Jewelry Since 1865

Stationery

Leather Goods

Novelties

296 State Street
Experiences of '37 Student

(Continued from Page 3, Column 5)

the other schools every other Friday, and Saturdays were picnic days. The schools as a whole had a dance every other Saturday night, the last Saturday there being a Masquerade Ball.

But, lest I have stressed too heavily the social aspect, let me say that I studied harder there than at college. For one thing, quiet hours were really quiet, although there are no institutions such as house fellows or proctors. And one takes an honor pledge at the beginning to speak no English, except where it is necessary, e.g. at the village. The first night I felt that I should scream if I couldn't speak a few words of English, but the last night I was wondering if I wouldn't break out into Italian when my family came to take me "back to America".

Being at Middlebury gave me an entirely new slant, not only on Italy and the Italian people, but on the study of a foreign tongue.
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OLYMPIA TEA ROOM AND ANNEX

State Street

Tennis Tournament

Played by Nov. 10

The Fall Tennis Tournament is now under way. Participants are asked to observe the following rules:

1—Put down name of winner and the score. In case of a default, write it down as such.

2—After a girl has made three unsuccessful attempts to arrange her match, she may default her opponent.

3—The matches must be played before the dates posted above each section. Delay will result in default.

The last flight must be played by November 10.

---:0---

RUDOLPH'S BEAUTY STUDIO

Leading Beauty Shop in the City

Near Mohican Hotel

Phone 2-1710
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CUT RATE PERFUMERS

108 State Street

Cosmetics Perfumes

Patent Medicines Toiletries
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Get it at....

SALEM'S BEAUTY SALON

160 State Street

10% DISCOUNT AWARDED COLLEGE STUDENTS

Sooner or later, we will get in your Hair!
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We know...don't we

Chesterfields go right along

with smokers...giving them the kind of a smoke they want...in the way they like it best.

Chesterfields are refreshingly milder—they've got a taste that smokers like. Chesterfields are different from all the rest...THEY SATISFY.

Milder Better Tasting

...because they're made of MILD RIPE tobaccos

You bet we do

Chesterfield

...they'll give you MORE PLEASURE

Patronize Our Advertisers

L. LEWIS & CO.

Established 1800

China, Glass, Silver Lamps and Novelties State and Green Streets New London, Conn.

HOMEPORT

Delivery up to 10 Phone 2-2860

STARR'S Drug Store

2 Deliveries to Dorms Daily
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